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ABSTRACT

Genotyping platforms, as critical supports for genomics, genetics, and molecular breeding, have been

well implemented at national institutions/universities in developed countries andmultinational seed com-

panies that possess high-throughput, automatic, large-scale, and shared facilities. In this study, we inte-

grated an improved genotyping by target sequencing (GBTS) systemwith capture-in-solution (liquid chip)

technology to develop a multiple single-nucleotide polymorphism (mSNP) approach in which mSNPs can

be captured from a single amplicon. From one 40K maize mSNP panel, we developed three types of

markers (40K mSNPs, 251K SNPs, and 690K haplotypes), and generated multiple panels with various

marker densities (1K–40KmSNPs) by sequencing at different depths. Comparative genetic diversity anal-

ysis was performed with genic versus intergenic markers and di-allelic SNPs versus non-typical SNPs.

Compared with the one-amplicon-one-SNP system, mSNPs and within-mSNP haplotypes are more

powerful for genetic diversity detection, linkage disequilibrium decay analysis, and genome-wide asso-

ciation studies. The technologies, protocols, and application scenarios developed for maize in this study

will serve as a model for the development of mSNP arrays and highly efficient GBTS systems in animals,

plants, and microorganisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Assisted by DNA markers and other genomics tools, genetic

research and breeding have been accelerated during the past

two decades, particularly in government-funded breeding pro-

grams and multinational breeding companies, where established

breeding facilities and platforms can be shared across countries

and crop plants (Crosbie et al., 2006; Bernardo, 2008; Collard and

Mackill, 2008; Xu et al., 2017b; Voss-Fels et al., 2019; Watt et al.,

2020). However, such efforts have been largely constrained in

developing countries and small- and medium-size companies

by a lack of high-throughput and cost-effective genotyping plat-

forms due to limited funds, resources, and platforms that can be

shared across the community (Kuchel et al., 2005; Collard and

Mackill, 2008; Xu and Crouch, 2008). Therefore, the

development of cost-effective, flexible, user-friendly, and less-

demanding platforms is crucial for large-scale commercial

breeding in both industry and developing countries, and the cur-

rent availability of genotyping platforms is one of the key limiting

factors that must be improved and upgraded significantly.

As a major molecular tool, marker-assisted selection (MAS) has

been widely applied through the genotyping of breeding materials

to obtain desired targetswith specificmarker alleles and their com-

binations. Various types of DNA markers and genotyping plat-

forms, from first-generation agarose gel-based genotyping of

RFLP markers to sequencing- and chip-based genotyping of

SNP markers, have been developed and used in MAS (Tanksley

and Rick, 1980; Beckmann and Soller, 1986; Tanksley et al.,

1989; Edwards and Johnson, 1994; Fan et al., 2003; Xu, 2010;

Yan et al., 2010; Ganal et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013; Unterseer

et al., 2014; Rasheed et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020). In addition to

flexibility, lower costs, and reduced demands, full-genome

coverage of DNA markers and high-throughput, automated

genotyping platforms are two important requirements for many

genetics and breeding application scenarios, including the

development of functional DNA markers, genomic selection/

prediction of complex traits, genome-wide fingerprinting of DNA

variation, plant variety protection, and quality control.

To develop high-throughput molecular markers that cover whole

genomes, chip- and sequencing-based technologies have been

developed. In maize, several chip-based genotyping platforms

have been established using Illumina and Affymetrix systems;

these platforms contain from 1536 (Yan et al., 2010) to 50K–

55K (TraitGenetics INRA and Syngenta) (Xu et al., 2017a) and

600K (Unterseer et al., 2014) SNP markers. Although chip-

based genotyping is highly stable and reliable, it is dependent

on commercial chip products with fixed markers and specific

genotyping platforms.

Three sequencing-based strategies have been adopted to date.

Full genome sequencing, as a complete solution for identifying all

sequence variability, is still too expensive for genotyping many in-

dividuals, as required in genomics, genetics, and breeding. Partial

or selective sequencing using restriction enzyme–digested DNA,

generally called genotyping by sequencing (GBS) (Baird et al.,

2008; Davey et al., 2011; Elshire et al., 2011; Bradbury, 2013;

Huang et al., 2014), can be used to generate DNA markers to

cover selected genomic regions. However, high-density SNP

genotyping by this strategy must be backed up by optimized
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genotyping pipelines, with information available for a large

number of genotyped samples and strong informatics support, to

impute marker genotypes for some samples and loci (Marchini

and Howie, 2010; Glaubitz et al., 2014). The third sequencing-

based strategy involves the capture of targeted genomic loci by

probes. First developed in animals and more recently in plants,

this genotyping by target sequencing (GBTS) strategy is known

by different names (Tewhey et al., 2009; Mamanova et al., 2010;

Yang et al., 2013; Samorodnitsky et al., 2015; Burridge et al.,

2018; Johnson et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019; Longeri et al., 2019;

Bernardo et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). GBTS can be

performed for a small number of markers (several to 5K) through

multiplexing PCR (GenoPlexs) (Zhang et al., 2020) and for a large

number of markers (1K–20K) through capture-in-solution (liquid

chip) with regular PCR plates (GenoBaits) (Guo et al., 2019).

Genotyping can be performed using various currently available

sequencing platforms. GBTS combines the advantages of solid

chip-based technology (high stability and reliability) and GBS

(high flexibility and cost-effectiveness). Its genotyping cost is

significantly lower than that of chip-based genotyping when the

same set of markers and samples are considered (Guo et al.,

2019; Zhang et al., 2020). It generates sharable and accumulative

marker data with less bioinformatics support. With the same

marker panel (for example, 20K maize SNPs), multiple panels

with 1K–20K SNPs can be generated by sequencing at different

depths (Guo et al., 2019).

Although significant progress has been made recently in target

sequencing and in-solution capture (Burridge et al., 2018;

Johnson et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019; Bernardo et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2020), the current GBTS system still needs to be

improved and optimized for DNA variation identification, cost

reduction, and wide application in genomics, genetics, and

molecular breeding. In this study, we first developed a new SNP

array in maize that can be captured in solution, increasing the

marker loci from 20K to 40K through optimized procedures.

Second, a new protocol was developed to identify more than six

SNPs from each individual amplicon; these were named multiple

single-nucleotide polymorphisms (mSNPs). In this way, several

times more SNPs (251K SNPs) can be generated from the same

set of designed SNP assays for the same cost, further reducing

the cost of genotyping. Third, after evaluation of the marker

system and genotyping platform, a comparative analysis of three

marker panels (40K mSNPs, 251K SNPs, and 159K haplotypes

with minor allele frequencies greater than 5%) was performed to

evaluate their power for DNA variation detection and genome-

wide association study (GWAS). This improved GBTS system

has great potential for development and implementation in all or-

ganisms, including plants, animals, and microorganisms.
RESULTS

Properties of mSNP markers: Basic statistics and
marker diversity

A total of 83 916 target regions were selected as candidatemSNP

loci and went through the alpha panel test using 96 temperate

maize inbred lines, and 46 377 mSNP regions were retained. In

the beta test, 647 regular maize inbreds were employed. The re-

gions retained in the alpha test were ranked based on their

average missing rates and average sequencing depths, and
Author(s).



Chr. mSNP no. SNP no. SNP/mSNP

Haplotype no. Haplotype no./mSNP
Amplicon
length (bp)Theoretical Realized MAF > 5% Theoretical Realized MAF > 5%

1 5764 38 124 6.61 4 617 438 103 588 24 210 801.08 17.97 4.20 100.05

2 4440 29 804 6.71 5 756 514 84 033 18 915 1296.51 18.93 4.26 100.73

3 4695 31 757 6.76 6 096 148 87 670 19 808 1298.43 18.67 4.22 100.76

4 3898 25 245 6.48 4 041 218 65 938 15 945 1036.74 16.92 4.09 100.53

5 4128 27 099 6.56 5 177 220 72 799 17 101 1254.17 17.64 4.14 100.59

6 3054 20 244 6.63 4 804 682 55 570 12 948 1573.24 18.20 4.24 100.22

7 3218 21 356 6.64 4 752 174 59 578 13 580 1476.75 18.51 4.22 100.54

8 3158 20 469 6.48 3 584 280 57 419 13 035 1134.98 18.18 4.13 100.62

9 2975 19 649 6.60 3 844 442 55 030 12 420 1292.25 18.50 4.17 100.29

10 2704 17 883 6.61 2 693 956 48 431 11 293 996.29 17.91 4.18 100.24

Sum 38 034 251 630 6.62 45 368 072 690 056 159 255 1192.83 18.14 4.19 100.46

Table 1. Basic statistics for 40K mSNPs generated using GBTS and evaluated by 867 maize inbred lines.
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6377 loci were removed. As a result, 40 000 mSNP markers were

finally selected to cover the whole genome (supplemental

Figure 1). The selection of mSNP loci was targeted to achieve

high variability at each locus in order to enable the amplification

of multiple SNPs from each amplicon. The actual number of

mSNPs that can be achieved in a designed mSNP panel

depends on the sequencing depth at which a given number of

designed mSNPs can be covered. The panel of highly diverse

maize germplasm used throughout this study consisted of 867

inbred lines from around the world, including three germplasm

groups: temperate and tropical regular maize and sweet corn. A

total of 40K mSNPs and 260K SNPs were identified, among

which 38.0K mSNPs and 251K SNPs had a minor allele

frequency (MAF) >5%, by sequencing at average depths of

70.16X for the samples and 73.85X for the markers

(supplemental Figure 2). A high level of concordant genotype

calls (97.8%–99.7%) was observed between two biological

replicates for each of the 11 tested inbred lines. A total of 6.3

billion reads and 1880 Gb DNA were sequenced for the

combined germplasm samples.

EachmSNP locus had an average of 6.62 SNPswith a range of 1–

29, and 12 757 (34.7%) of the mSNP loci had 6 or 7 SNPs

(Table 1 and supplemental Figure 3). From multiple SNPs

identified from each mSNP (covering an average of 100.5 bp),

the number of haplotypes could be inferred theoretically.

Taking all mSNP loci together, 45M haplotypes could be

inferred from the identified SNPs. However, only a portion of

the theoretical haplotypes (690K, 1.52%) could be found or

realized in our real dataset, with 159K haplotypes (0.34%)

having MAF > 5%. Each mSNP had 1192.8 theoretical, 18.1

realized, and 4.2 highly frequent haplotypes, respectively. More

mSNPs, SNPs, and haplotypes were identified on longer

chromosomes, with the largest values for chromosome 1 and

the smallest for chromosome 10.

In the following data analyses, the tested markers were classified

into five categories: (1) 40K high-PIC SNPs (one SNP with the

highest polymorphic information content (PIC) value from each

mSNP), (2) 40K random SNPs (one SNP with an intermediate
Plant Commu
PIC value from each mSNP), (3) 251K SNPs (all the SNPs at

40K mSNP loci with MAF > 5%), (4) 690K haplotypes (realized),

and (5) 159K haplotypes (with MAF > 5%).
Multiple marker panels developed from 40K mSNPs

We developed multiple mSNP panels from the same mother

panel (40K mSNPs). Based on PIC values, the six developed

mSNP panels each contained a subset of mSNPs

(supplemental Table 1). The 20K mSNP panel was first selected

based on PIC values (from high to low) and chromosomal

distribution (supplemental Figure 1), and then the 10K, 5K, 2K,

and 1K panels were selected successively. The 1K mSNPs had

the highest average PIC value and were still evenly distributed

across the genomic regions. The numbers of mSNPs included

in the multiple panels were very close to the target numbers, as

indicated by both high-PIC SNPs and random SNPs. The total

SNPs and haplotypes in the multiple panels decreased propor-

tionally as the target mSNP numbers decreased from 20K to

1K. For example, the 1K panel contained 1000 high-PIC mSNPs,

1000 random SNPs, 6493 SNPs, and 18 370 haplotypes

(supplemental Table 1).

Tounderstandhowmuchsequencingdepth isneeded tocover the

target mSNPs at a given missing rate, sequencing data were

analyzed for each target mSNP number (Figure 1). In general, as

sequencing quantity increased, the missing rate gradually

decreased. For the same data quantity, the missing

rate decreased with decreasing target marker numbers.

Considering 40K mSNPs, each requiring a 300-bp read to

capture the mSNP region, and a desired sequencing depth of

100X, the sequence quantity required for each sample is 40K 3

300 bp 3100 = 1200 Mb. To control the missing rate below

5.0%, 1200 Mbp (100X) must be sequenced for the 40K mSNP

panel, compared with 600 Mb (50X), 500 Mb (41X), 400 Mb

(33X), 300 Mb (25X), and 300 Mb (25X) for the 20K, 10K, 5K, 2K,

and 1K mSNP panels, respectively. When the number of target

markers was reduced by half, the sequencing data could be

reduced by 20%–50%. For each target marker set, highly

consistent distribution of missing rates between the 40K mSNPs
nications 2, 100230, November 8 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 3
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Figure 1. Genotyping data generated for multiple mSNP panels.
Missing rates and the sequencing quantities required to develop multiple mSNP panels with different numbers of target loci (1K to 40K) and their cor-

responding SNPs, calculated for both mSNP and SNP markers.
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and the 251KSNPswasobtained. This is understandable, as once

an mSNP locus has been covered by a read, its corresponding

SNPs are also covered. Therefore, the sequencing depth

required for the identification of all SNPs is almost the same as

that required for their corresponding target mSNPs (Figure 1).

High-resolution classification of diverse germplasm

UPGMA (unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic means)

trees were constructed with the 867 maize inbred lines using

both 40K high-PIC SNPs and 251K SNPs. Almost identical phylo-

genetic relationships were identified with both marker panels,

revealing nine groups, including the eight heterotic groups

(Reid, SPT, LRC, Lancaster, PA, PB, Iodent, and Tropical) re-

ported previously using 20K GBTS markers (Guo et al., 2019)

and SNP chips (Remington et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2009; Xu

et al., 2017a), as well as a new group of sweet maize

(supplemental Figure 4). Some minor differences were found

between the two trees, and higher resolution was obtained with

the 251K SNPs when subgroups with closely related inbred

lines were compared. Seven subgroups in the group

‘‘Temperate’’ were consistent with the heterotic groups

established by pedigree information and breeders’ experience

with inbreds’ combining ability.

Principal component analysis (PCA) showed a good agreement

with cluster analyses (supplemental Figure 5). When the

number of selected principal components (K) was 3, PCA

revealed a clear separation of the three major germplasm

groups: temperate, tropical, and sweet. Some sweet maize

lines were clustered with the tropical group, whereas others
4 Plant Communications 2, 100230, November 8 2021 ª 2021 The
were separate from both the temperate and tropical groups.

When K = 6, sweet maize became a separate group. Several

temperate heterotic groups, including SPT and PB, appeared,

and three heterotic groups (Reid, Iodent, and PA) remained

together at this level. When K = 9, six of the seven temperate

heterotic groups could be distinguished, whereas the sweet

inbreds were dispersed into two independent subgroups, one

of which stayed with LRC.

To reveal genetic differences among different maize groups, we

examined the differences in allele frequencies among three pair-

wise comparisons: temperate versus tropical lines, temperate

versus sweet lines, and tropical versus sweet lines

(supplemental Figure 6). Most of the SNPs had very small allele

frequency differences between groups. Using the 40K high-PIC

SNPs, the greatest allele frequency difference (0.159) was found

between temperate and tropical lines with a range of 0–0.757, fol-

lowed by the difference between temperate and sweet lines

(0.079, 0–0.379) and the difference between tropical and sweet

lines (0.040, 0–0.189). A very similar pattern of allele frequency

differences was found when the 251K SNPs were used, and

the average differences for the three comparisons were 0.138

(0–0.757), 0.091 (0–0.379), and 0.035 (0–0.189), respectively.
Comparison of genetic diversity in the 867 maize inbred lines re-

vealed significant differences among groups (supplemental

Table 2). Haplotypes showed much higher PIC values than

SNPs, and temperate maize had the most realized haplotypes

and the highest haplotype PIC among groups. Temperate

maize had many more realized haplotypes and haplotypes per
Author(s).



Figure 2. SNP markers developed from
different genomic regions.
Numbers and types (transitions versus trans-

versions) of the 251K SNPs occurring in genomic

regions (CDS, intronic, intergenic, introns, and 50

and 30 UTRs).
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mSNP, whereas the three maize groups did not differ significantly

in hosted SNPs and SNPs per mSNP. The numbers of haplotypes

and haplotype PIC values were much higher among heterotic

groups (333 587 haplotypes with PIC of 0.610) than within

heterotic groups (158 093–204 281 haplotypes with PIC values

of 0.436–0.554). The heterotic group SPT had the highest

haplotype number (204 281), whereas Iodent had the lowest

(158 093). These results indicate that the development of

heterotic groups in hybrid breeding has significantly reduced

the genetic diversity within heterotic groups, and as a marker

system, within-mSNP haplotypes had much greater power in

genetic diversity analysis than single-SNP-based markers.
SNP markers in different genomic regions

To develop SNP markers to cover the whole genome, no inten-

tional selection was made for specific nucleotides or genomic re-

gions, and thus the markers included in the mother mSNP panel

can be used to evaluate the specific genetic variation. The most

frequent mSNP type was [C/T] (74 021, 32.74%), followed by [A/

G] (32.09%), [G/T] (9.85%), [A/C] (9.25%), and [A/T] (8.52%).

Most mSNPs (74.3%) were intergenic, 15.3% were intronic,

and only 6.2% were from other regions (UTR3, UTR5, and

CDS) (Figure 2). Intergenic regions contained 77.2% of the

251K SNPs and 71.7% of the haplotypes (supplemental Table 3).

To evaluate the power of markers in the detection of DNA varia-

tion, PIC and gene diversity (GD) were evaluated for markers

from different genomic regions and for different marker types

(Table 2). Compared with SNPs from other regions, CDS SNPs

had relatively higher PIC and GD, as indicated by both the 40K

high-PIC SNPs and random SNPs. Haplotypes in the UTR3 re-

gion had relatively higher PIC. When mSNPs were classified

based on their SNP numbers, those containing fewer SNPs

showed higher average estimates of PIC and GD. Relatively

larger differences in PIC/GD among the mSNP types containing
Plant Communications 2, 100230
different SNPs were found in the UTR5 and

CDS regions. The mSNP loci with three or

fewer SNPs had a PIC of 0.298 and a GD of

0.296, compared with 0.272 (PIC) and 0.274

(GD) for the mSNP loci with eight or more

SNPs.

Indels identified at SNP loci

Selection of high-quality target regions in a

marker development procedure provides an

opportunity to identify indels at each SNP

locus; this has been largely neglected in

most studies owing to mapping error from

non-specific capture sequence or indels of

a single base. In this study, indels were eval-
uated for their frequencies and distribution across the genome

and in tested germplasm.

Across the 251K SNP loci, 2167 (0.86%) were insertions and 3633

(1.44%) deletions (supplemental Table 4 and supplemental

Figure 7). Indels were present at very different frequencies, and

most were very rare. On average, only 219.4 insertions and 336.8

deletions were observed across 251K SNPs in one inbred line.

On the other hand, some indels were very frequent, and the

highest frequencies for insertions and deletions were 83.6% and

91.2%, respectively. Indels were distributed throughout the

maize genome, and telomeric regions contained many more than

centromere regions, although they were not balanced between

the two telomeres (Figure 3). In general, indels showed a very

similar distribution pattern in the genome, and some

chromosomal regions contained more variations than others. The

most significant imbalance occurred on chromosome 6: most

indels were located at the chromosomal end, and 72.2% of them

were located in a small region on the second chromosomal arm

(102–169.4M). Chromosomes 3, 5, and 8 were at the level of

secondary imbalance. By comparing allele frequencies across

genomic regions, insertions were found more frequently in UTR5

regions (1.12%, compared with 0.45%–0.97% for other regions)

(supplemental Table 4).

Selection of high-PIC SNPs from each mSNP locus resulted in

more SNPs with higher MAF, PIC, and GD in the 40K high-PIC

SNPs than in the 251K SNPs, whereas the distribution of

observed heterozygosity was almost the same between the two

datasets (Figure 4). For example, 48.4% of the 40K high-PIC

SNPs but only 14.8% of the 251K SNPs showed 0.40 < MAF %

0.50, whereas 65.8% and 66.9% of the 40K high-PIC SNPs

showed PIC > 0.35 and GD > 0.45, respectively. Although the

40K high-PIC SNPs had higher PIC and GD, they did exclude

some rare alleles. It is advantageous to retain rare alleles when

GWAS and genetic diversity analysis are performed. Therefore,
, November 8 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 5



Marker types UTR5 Intergenic CDS UTR3 Intronic Combined

PIC 40K high-PIC SNPs 0.346 0.343 0.347 0.341 0.342 0.343

40K random SNPs 0.295 0.291 0.301 0.295 0.295 0.292

251K SNPs 0.281 0.276 0.280 0.277 0.279 0.277

mSNP (SNP & 3) 0.298 0.276 0.296 0.286 0.287 0.280

mSNP (SNP = 4–5) 0.281 0.276 0.277 0.286 0.282 0.278

mSNP (SNP = 6–7) 0.279 0.28 0.279 0.279 0.280 0.280

mSNP (SNP S 8) 0.272 0.274 0.274 0.266 0.274 0.274

690K haplotypes 0.633 0.650 0.650 0.670 0.664 0.653

GD 40K high-PIC SNPs 0.451 0.445 0.451 0.441 0.444 0.445

40K random SNPs 0.366 0.360 0.376 0.360 0.366 0.362

251K SNPs 0.347 0.340 0.348 0.341 0.344 0.341

mSNP (SNP & 3) 0.374 0.342 0.373 0.356 0.357 0.348

mSNP (SNP = 4–5) 0.346 0.340 0.342 0.355 0.350 0.343

mSNP (SNP = 6–7) 0.344 0.345 0.345 0.343 0.345 0.345

mSNP (SNP S 8) 0.335 0.336 0.337 0.325 0.336 0.336

690K haplotypes 0.674 0.687 0.689 0.706 0.701 0.690

Table 2. PIC and GD for 40K high-PIC SNPs, 40K randomSNPs, 251K SNPs, and 690K haplotypes covered by a 40KmSNPmother panel
in intergenic and genic regions, evaluated by 867 maize inbred lines.
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which of these two datasets should be used depends on the

research purposes.

Linkage disequilibrium decay was well characterized by
marker panels

To evaluate the power of the developed markers in genetic

studies, linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis was performed by

marker type and with markers from different genomic regions

for various germplasm groups (Figure 5 and supplemental

Table 5). As indicated by LD analysis using the combined

sample (867 inbred lines), the LD decay distance was much

greater in the intergenic region than in the genic region. For r2 =

0.1, the distances in intergenic versus genic regions estimated

from the 40K high-PIC SNPs and 251K SNPs were 73K versus

12K and 149K versus 26K, respectively (Figure 5A). The same

tendency was also observed across germplasm groups. When

the germplasm sample combined with all genomic regions was

considered, a much shorter LD decay distance (40K) was

revealed with the 251K SNPs than with the 40K high-PIC SNPs

(114K) (supplemental Table 5). Among the three maize groups,

sweet maize decayed much more slowly, whereas tropical

maize decayed much more rapidly (Figures 5B and 5C). The LD

decay distances estimated with the 40K high-PIC SNPs for

sweet, temperate, and tropical maize groups were 480K, 306K,

and 80K, respectively, compared with 180K, 129K, and 26K esti-

mated with the 251K SNPs. At the r2 = 0.2 level, LD decay dis-

tances were much smaller (supplemental Table 5).

Our results largely confirm previous reports on maize LD decay

(Remington et al., 2001; Ching et al., 2002; Palaisa et al., 2003;

Tian et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2009; Chia et al., 2012) and also

provide more details on different maize groups and the power

of different marker types and markers from different genomic

regions. The 251K SNPs, created by the development of

multiple SNPs from each amplicon, reduced the LD decay
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distance by half compared with the regular marker type with

only one SNP per amplicon. These results also indicate that

tropical maize is more diverse and contains more rare alleles

than temperate and sweet maize, and genic markers and the

251K SNPs are more powerful in LD analysis than their

counterparts (intergenic markers and the 40K high-PIC SNPs).

High-resolution GWAS for cob color

To evaluate the power and accuracy of different marker types in

GWAS, a major gene-controlled, highly heritable trait, cob color,

was selected as an example. With the most stringent threshold of

–log (0.01/the number of hypotheses tested), 20, 72, 129, and 72

SNPs on chromosome 1 were found to be significantly associ-

ated with cob color using four marker types: 40K random

SNPs, 40K high-PIC SNPs, 251K SNPs, and 690K haplotypes,

respectively (Figure 6). Using these marker types, 11, 19, 69,

and 47 SNPs were identified in a 1.0-Mb region surrounding the

most significant SNPs. The highest –log10 P value of 54.5 was

obtained with the 251K SNPs and was much higher than the

threshold and than that reported in a previous association

study (Xie et al., 2013). The phenotypic variation explained by

the most significant SNP was 9.0% for the 40K random SNPs,

6.8% for the 40K high-PIC SNPs, 34.8% for the 251K SNPs,

and 42.6% for the 690K haplotypes, indicating that mapping po-

wer was significantly increased by using mSNP markers and

within-mSNP haplotypes. With the 251K SNPs, there were four

SNPs each explaining >10.0% of the phenotypic variance,

whereas with the 690K haplotypes, the SNP number was 18, indi-

cating that within-mSNP haplotypes improved the GWAS with

the combined signal frommultiple SNPs. The gene pericarp color

1 (P1), which spans chromosome 1 from 48118782 to 48147883

and regulates red pigmentation in the cob, pericarp, and tassel

glumes (Zhang and Peterson, 2005; Sekhon et al., 2007;

Sidorenko and Chandler, 2008), was detected with all marker

types. Compared with the 40K random and 40K high-PIC
Author(s).
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Figure 3. Distribution of frequencies for insertions and deletions.
The frequency was calculated for each 1-Mb interval across the maize genome. From outside to inside: chromosomes and their centromeres, insertion,

deletion. Units on the circumference are megabases with centromeres indicated by blue bars.
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SNPs, themost significant SNP (1_48204385) 57 Kb downstream

of the P1 gene was identified with the 251K SNPs. Two SNPs,

1_48179494 and 1_48179550, from the same mSNP, were

located 32 Kb upstream of the P1 gene, and significant SNPs

were also detected with the haplotypes within this mSNP.

DISCUSSION

mSNPs serve as multi-purpose and powerful markers

Compared with genotyping technologies that detect only one SNP

locus per amplification, mSNP markers, by which SNPs can be

captured in solution (by liquid-phase chips), have contributed to

the improvement of the genotyping platform in four ways. First,

capturing multiple SNP markers at each target region increased

the number of detectable SNPs 6.6-fold in this study. Second,

690K haplotypes, as an additional marker type, could be inferred

from the multiple SNPs. Third, a core or high-PIC SNP marker set

wasdeveloped from theSNPswith the largestPIC ineachmSNP lo-
Plant Commu
cus (amplicon). Fourth, detected DNA variation could be compared

by within- and between-mSNPs and between SNPs and haplo-

types. However, it should be noted that themultiple SNPs captured

within an amplicon aremore related to eachother, although they are

less likely to arise fromalignment errors. First, to develop themSNP

array, target regions were selected from low-repeat genomic re-

gionswithhigh variability andmore frequent SNPs. Second, regions

with alignment errors were removed during the locus selection and

optimization step. When a locus appears to be heterozygous in

>50% inbred lines, an alignment error must have occurred. There-

fore, the probability of mSNPs arising from alignment errors in this

study should be very low, although it cannot be excluded.

mSNPs were developed to capture not only multiple SNPs

(Table 1) but also different genomic regions (supplemental

Figure 1). There are two important characteristics that enable

mSNPs to serve asmulti-purposemarkers: the generation ofmul-

tiple SNPs from one amplicon and the genotyping platform that
nications 2, 100230, November 8 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 7



Figure 4. Marker characterization.
Minor allele frequency (MAF) (A), polymorphic information content (PIC) (B), gene diversity (C), and observed heterozygosity (D) for 40K high-PIC SNPs

and 251K SNPs as revealed in 867 maize inbred lines.
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integrates highly efficient GBTS with capture-in-solution technol-

ogy. Several properties of mSNPs contribute to their multi-

purpose applications. First, one universal marker system can

be developed to target multiple marker types, including multiple

and single SNPs, indels, and within-amplicon haplotypes. Sec-

ond, these markers cover both intergenic and genic regions.

Comparative analysis indicates that CDS SNPs have relatively

higher PIC and GD estimates, and UTR3 haplotypes have rela-

tively higher PIC estimates (Figure 2 and Table 2). Third, indels

were systematically evaluated in this study and highly frequent

indels identified. Telomeric regions contained many more indels

than centromere regions (Figure 3). Fourth, the mSNPs can

serve as a mother marker panel for the development of multiple

SNP panels. One mother mSNP panel can be used to generate

multiple marker panels with different numbers of mSNPs (from

1K to up to 40K) by sequencing at different depths (from 25X to

100X) (Figure 1). Traditionally, different marker sets must be

developed to meet the requirements of specific application

scenarios. With the GBTS marker system, multiple marker

panels can be generated from one mother panel, as some

genomic regions can be captured much more easily and can be

covered by a smaller amount of sequence than others. The

more easily the markers can be captured, the less sequencing

depth will be required. As the capture capacity randomly varies

across the genome, an even distribution of markers on the

genome can be achieved for each target marker number,

as shown in supplemental Figure 1. Therefore, users can select

a specific marker number based on their own research

objectives.

mSNPs are functionally suitable for multiple purposes. First,

mSNPs can be developed for almost any organism, including
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plants, animals, and microorganisms. mSNPs are functionally

suitable for all species, including those with polyploid chromo-

somes or very low genetic diversity. The numbers of SNPs iden-

tified in each amplicon range from 5.5 in wheat to 4.5 in rice and

6.6 SNPs in this study. Using the protocol developed here, high-

density mSNP arrays have been developed in 13 plant and animal

species to date (J.Z. et al., unpublished data). As an example of a

polyploid species, wheat has been targeted for the development

of mSNP markers. Because probes designed for target regions

will capture all homologous fragments across the A, B, and D

subgenomes, only homologous regions that are suitable for

mSNPs were selected for probe design, bypassing regions that

are less variable across the subgenomes. Thanks to the well-

sequenced wheat subgenomes, 202 970 SNPs (5.1 SNPs/

mSNP) were identified across 40 017 target regions (mSNPs)

(J.Z. et al., unpublished data). Second, mSNP arrays are devel-

oped using variation information, and highly repetitive sequences

are avoided; a perfect reference genome is therefore not

required. Third, the marker number that can be included in an

mSNP marker panel is very flexible, and it can be adapted to

many potential application scenarios. The power of the 251K

SNPs generated with the 40K mSNP array was not equivalent

to that of the same number of SNPs obtained from separate am-

plicons, and thus the 40K mSNP array may not be powerful

enough for performing high-resolution GWAS in highly diverse

species such as maize. Application scenarios for the mSNP

approach include DNA variation identification, germplasm finger-

printing, gene mapping and cloning, MAS, genomic prediction,

and detection of transgenic events and genomic edits. In this

study, a diverse maize germplasm collection of 867 inbred lines

was evaluated, and detailed phylogenetic trees and high-

resolution heterotic groups were constructed (supplemental
Author(s).
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Figure 4). LD decay analysis indicated that much rapid decay

could be revealed using more SNPs derived from the mSNPs

(Figure 5). Using cob color as an example, GWAS with the 251K

SNPs and haplotypes provided much higher resolution for gene

mapping and candidate gene discovery compared with the 40K

SNP-based analysis (Figure 6).
Advantages of mSNP approach when integrated with
the GBTS platform

Traditional marker platforms such as TaqMan, KASP, or DNA ar-

rays (chips) allow only one SNP per amplicon; otherwise,

interference will occur. Thus, the potential of mSNP markers

cannot be fully explored with such platforms. Integrated with

the GBTS platform, the mSNP approach has several advantages

for genotyping. First, the mSNP approach makes marker panel

design more flexible and upgradable. Marker panels can be de-

signed based on the requirements of very specific projects for

any marker number and any sample size. Designed marker

panels can then be upgraded by adding more markers to the ex-

isting marker panel when necessary. This kind of flexibility is not
Plant Commu
possible for chip-based markers, as, once designed, the marker

number and sample size per chip are fixed.

The second advantage of the mSNP approach is associated with

SNP calling and data management. Because SNP calls can be

confirmedwith eachother usingmultipleSNPswithin anmSNP lo-

cus, over 99.9% repeatability has been achieved regardless of the

production batch, shelf-life, or laboratory associated with library

construction and sequencing. Such levels of reliability and repeat-

ability will greatly facilitate information management, including

data collection, cross-comparison, accumulation, integration,

andmining. TraditionalGBSsystems randomlysequence reduced

genomes. The sameset of samples, if genotypedat different times

or across labs, will be sequenced at different genomic regions,

making it difficult to compare and integrate data because of

many missing calls. In some cases, missing alleles can be filled

by imputation, if supported by high-quality reference genomes,

fine-tuned haplotype maps, and a very large amount of accumu-

lated genotypic data. Such resources exist in maize (Chia et al.,

2012; Glaubitz et al., 2014; Bukowski et al., 2018) but are still not

available for most plant or animal species. The mSNP approach
nications 2, 100230, November 8 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 9
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Figure 6. Evaluation of markers by genome-wide association study (GWAS).
Genome-wide association scans for cob color as an example to test the power of different marker types in gene mapping using 867 maize inbred lines.

Manhattan plots (upper) and corresponding QQ plots (lower) are provided for 40K random SNPs, 40K high-PIC SNPs, 251K SNPs, and 690K haplotypes.
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has no need for the filling of missing alleles during SNP calling

because of the high-quality marker data and the fixed set of

markers. Second, compared with traditional GBS based on a

completely random fragment library, the mSNP approach was

designed to capture 120-nt probes that have very good

tolerance for variable sequences. Our data have shown that the

designed probes have no bias but high sequencing depth (nearly

100X), even when base mutation (mismatch) has occurred in up

to 10% of the bases in the probe (data not shown). The wide

application of GBS at CIMMYT has revealed that traditional GBS

has much higher genotyping error rates when heterozygous

plants are genotyped (Wang et al., 2020). By contrast, one of our

genetic mapping projects indicated that GBTS could

successfully distinguish homozygotes from heterozygotes in a

PHW43 3 8107 F2 population with 220 plants and 3544

polymorphic SNP markers, with an observed ratio close to 1:2:1

(24.6%:51.2%:24.2%) (Z.G. et al., unpublished data). Third,

GBTS has been developed with no restrictions for public use,

whereas traditional GBS has patents with a certain level of use

restriction for research and commercial applications.

The mSNP system, when integrated with GBTS, has fewer de-

mands in terms of genotyping platform, information manage-

ment, and decision support. Compared with solid DNA chips

that require specific genotyping facilities, mSNP markers can

be genotyped by almost any currently available sequencing plat-

form. A regular biology lab can establish a genotyping system for

mSNPs without any additional technical support or professional

bioinformatics assistance. mSNP information can be managed

through a current lab information management system without
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any special improvement or upgrades because of the high-quality

marker data and the same set of genotyped markers. The

simplicity of data management in mSNP genotyping provides

an opportunity to develop a smart model for SNP calling, data

management, and reporting. In conclusion, the mSNP approach

with improved GBTS developed in this study combines the ad-

vantages of both solid-chip and traditional GBS platforms; the

former is more stable and reliable, whereas the latter is more flex-

ible and cost-effective. The most significant limiting factor, how-

ever, is that the improved GBTS may not have a genotype-cost

advantage at the level of super-high marker density.

The third advantage of the mSNP approach is that genotyping

can be performed with two different systems, GenoPlexs based

on multiplex PCR and GenoBaits based on capture-in-solution,

covering a very flexible range of marker numbers from several

markers to 40K mSNP loci or over 200K SNPs. For situations

such as selection for single major genes, where only one or

several markers will be genotyped, KASP would be the best

choice at the current stage (Semagn et al., 2014; Thomson,

2014; Rasheed et al., 2016). An integrated mSNP and KASP

system can meet all the requirements of application scenarios

involving 1 to over 200K markers. On the other hand, KASP and

other markers developed with known functions can be easily

transformed into GBTS markers and included in an existing

mSNP panel. For high-resolution GWAS, up to several

million markers would be required for some plant species like

maize that show high genetic diversity and very rapid LD decay,

as revealed in this study (Figure 5 and supplemental Table 5).

However, the marker number that can be covered by mSNPs in
Author(s).
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this study will be sufficient for GWAS of most plants and animals

(Figure 6).

The fourth advantage of the mSNP approach is its cost-effective-

ness. Cost-effective genotyping platforms are a basic prerequisite

for molecular breeding in small- and medium-size companies and

for breeding programs in developing countries. GBTS has reduced

the cost by at least half compared with a chip-based genotyping

platform (Guo et al., 2019; Bernardo et al., 2020). The improved

mSNP approach and GBTS system developed in this study will

reduce costs by at least another half while increasing the

number of SNP markers included in mSNP panels six-fold. For

the 40K mSNP array developed in this study, the genotyping

cost per sample is as low as $14, including high-throughput DNA

extraction ($0.5), DNA library construction ($2), probe synthesis

($0.5), probe hybridization and wash ($2), PCR ($0.5),

sequencing ($8 for 1500 Mb in maize), and labor (including

bioinformatics support) ($0.5). The corresponding costs for the

20K, 10K, and 5K mSNP arrays developed through the

GenoBaits protocol and the 2K and 1K mSNP arrays developed

through GenoPlexs are as low as $12, $10, $8.5, $6, and $5,

respectively. In all cases, the genotyping costs are lower than

the phenotyping costs for both complex traits (per inbred line,

four rows) in Shunyi ($25.18), Xinxiang ($24.11), and Sanya

($40.89) in China (Guo et al., 2019) and traits controlled by major

genes (estimated as half the cost of complex traits). It should be

noted that phenotyping costs in other countries may be signifi-

cantly higher or lower than those in China. By genotyping a large

batch of samples, the cost per sample can be further reduced.

For example, when genotyping 100K samples through breeding

initiatives, the cost per sample can be as low as $10 and $5 per

sample for 10K and 1K mSNP arrays, respectively, because of

significantly reduced labor costs and more efficient use of con-

sumables. In addition, genotyping cost can be further reduced

by imputation tominimize the sequencing depth, and this is partic-

ularly true for the high-PIC 40K SNPs. In this study, 155X coverage

was required for low missing data with no imputation. An imputa-

tion approach will be incorporated into our genotyping platform

and pipeline in the near future. Compared with non-GBS genotyp-

ing platforms, GBTS-based genotyping has much lower costs,

except in cases with very few markers (1–5), such as genotyping

by the KASP system, and super high-density chips with 200K or

more SNPs. In conclusion, mSNP arrays are highly cost-

effective, laying a strong foundation for the wide application of

MAS in both multinational breeding companies and small-scale

breeding programs in developing countries.

High repeatability and low genotyping cost make it possible to

use mSNP markers to generate precise fingerprint profiles for

almost all the final products developed in large-scale breeding

programs. DNA variation, parental contribution, and selection

profiles can be characterized and tracked based on genetic

and chromosomal segments genotyped with high-density

markers. Therefore, breeding initiatives or collaborative breeding

programs for open-source breeding (http://gobiiproject.org) can

be established among breeding companies and institutions to

share genetic materials, breeding resources, benefits, and risks,

as well as precision genotyping and phenotyping of all relevant

breeding materials. The benefits produced in the breeding initia-

tives can be allocated among partners based on the genetic con-

tributions of the parental lines involved. With the accumulation of
Plant Commu
very large genotypic, phenotypic, and envirotypic datasets and

the optimization of genetic models and prediction methods, the

genetic gain that can be achieved in breeding will be improved

(Varshney et al., 2016). Through international or regional sharing

platforms, open-source breeding may provide an opportunity

for molecular breeding in resource-poor developing countries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Technical protocol for the development of mSNP markers

GBTS is based on target capture by complementary combination of the

probe and the target sequence. First, probe sequences were designed ac-

cording to target loci and synthesized by semiconductor-based in-situ syn-

thesis with biotinmodification. Second, probe hybridization formed double-

stranded DNA with the target sequences from the constructed gDNA li-

braries. Third, streptavidin-coated magnetic beads were used to capture

the biotin-modified probe, thereby capturing the target sequence. Finally,

the captured target sequencewas eluted, target amplified, and sequenced.

In traditional SNP genotyping, a pair of specific amplification primers (as in

KASP and TaqMan) or a probe (for a chip) is designed based on each SNP

marker, and only one SNP marker is generated per amplicon or hybridiza-

tion. Therefore, the single identified SNPs form a uniform distribution on

the genome. To maximize the use of the DNA sequences obtained from

each amplicon, we developed a method for the identification of multiple

SNPs in each single amplicon. The multiple SNPs developed from a single

amplicon are called mSNPs. To develop the mSNP approach, we

improved the currently available GBTS system (Guo et al., 2019) as

follows (with more details in Figure 7):

1. TheRNAprobesused in hybridizationwere replacedbyDNAprobes,

resulting in better uniformity and higher capture efficiency and exper-

imental stability. Uniformity is definedas theproportion of the regions

capturedwith 10%of the average depth required across the 40K loci

to all regions.Capture efficiency, also called on-target rate, is defined

as the proportion of useful data to all sequencing data.

2. The genomic regions with a Guanine-Cytidine (GC) content of

30%–70% were selected as candidate regions. Probes with a GC

content of <30%are difficult to capture, reducing their capture abil-

ity, and genomic regions with a GC content above 70% have an

adverse effect on PCR during sequencing.

3. The hybridization reagents and wash buffer were optimized,

including the concentration of the saline-sodium citrate buffer. As

a result, capture efficiency and uniformity were improved.

4. An improved library construction procedure free of quantification

was developed, reducing the relevant cost by up to 50%.

The above optimization procedures greatly improved both uniformity and

capture efficiency, two of the most important cost contributors; uniformity

was as high as 95% and capture efficiency as high as 70% in the 40K

mSNP array.

Development of mSNP marker panels in maize

To select SNPmarkers for the development of an mSNP panel, HapMap3

data (Bukowski et al., 2018) were used as a collection of SNP sources.

First, we filtered the SNP loci in HapMap3 and selected 15M loci with

MAF > 0.1 and missing rate <10%. Second, we used a 100-bp window

to calculate the number of SNPs within each SNP locus, and the target

fragments/loci prescreened in the first step, which were >2 and <15,

were selected for subsequent analyses. Third, sequences located in

repetitive regions were filtered out, and 662 534 target regions

remained. Fourth, 62 504 target regions with PIC > 0.40 that were

evenly distributed on chromosomes were retained. Finally, marker gaps

>200 kb were imputed using the mSNPs that were filtered out in step 2

with SNP MAF > 0.1. Finally, 83 916 target regions were selected as

candidate mSNP loci and used in the panel test.
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Figure 7. Technical procedure for improvement of genotyping by target sequencing (GBTS).
A chart for mSNP development through GBTS with highlighted technical improvements and optimization.
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GenoBaits Probe Designer (Jianan Zhang, Molbreeding Biotech.) was

used for probe design, and each locuswas covered by two 110-nt probes.

The probe set was synthesized by a semiconductor-based in-situ synthe-

sis process. A 96-genotype panel (Guo et al., 2019) was used to evaluate

these probes. When the capture uniformity (the ratio of the sequencing

depth in the target region to the average sequencing depth of the

sample) was <10%, the on-target rate (the ratio of reads covering the

target region to all reads captured by the probe) was <50%, or the

missing rate was <20%, the probes were removed from the probe set.

As a result, 46 377 evenly distributed mSNP loci were selected for the

beta test.

Using the 647 regular maize inbreds tested in this study as a genotype test

panel, 46 377 SNP loci were ranked by their average missing rates and

average sequencing depths, and 6377 loci were removed. Finally,

40 000 loci were selected to form a 40K mSNP marker panel. From this

marker panel, we developed 20K, 10K, 5K, 2K, and 1K mSNP marker

panels through the following steps. The genotype test panel was used

to select 20K, 10K, 5K, 2K, and 1K mSNPs according to sequencing

depth and even distribution on maize chromosomes. The higher the

sequencing depth that can be captured at a marker locus, the less overall

sequencing depth will be required in future genotyping; a lower minimum

genotyping cost can therefore be achieved while keeping the marker

missing score below the threshold. This means that the same set of 40K

mSNPs can be used to generate 20K, 10K, 5K, 2K, and 1K mSNPs by

sequencing at different depths.

Plant materials used in mSNP evaluation

To evaluate the marker panels developed in this study, we used 867

diverse maize germplasm accessions: 288 tropical/subtropical, 246

sweet maize, and 333 temperate inbred lines from China, the US, and

the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT). One

hundred forty-five of them were used previously in the HapMap3 project

(Bukowski et al., 2018). Seventy-nine inbred lines from CIMMYT with

CML numbers include maize germplasm adapted to diverse environ-

ments, including the Mexican lowland (CML161), Asian lowland
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(CML426), Mexican subtropics (CML312), and African mid-altitude region

(CML206). The 246 sweet maize inbred lines were developed in the sweet

maize breeding program of Foshan University by a pedigree method using

hybrid germplasms introduced from temperate, subtropical, and tropical

areas. Temperate inbreds have a good flavor and strong cold resistance;

tropical inbreds have high yield and strong heat resistance; and subtrop-

ical inbreds are somewhere in between. All the sweet inbred lines contain

one of two endosperm mutation gene combinations, sh2 or sh2su1.

Among the tested lines, 12 (B73, 78 010, LH61, PHP02, 465, 3189,

D387, Chang7-2, Huangzaosi, TR0412, DTMA241, and VL0558) were

genotyped twice as biological replicates.

DNA extraction, library construction, and probe hybridization

The genomic DNA was extracted from 15 pooled leaf samples using the

high-throughput CTAB method (CAAS-CIMMYT Maize Molecular

Breeding Laboratory methods, 2015). DNA quality and concentration

weremeasuredwith aNanoDrop2000 instrument. DNA librarieswere con-

structed through DNA fragmentation, end-repair, adaptor ligation, and

PCR. Subsequently, library hybridization capture was performed using

the 40K mSNP panel developed above. All the other experimental steps

followed those of Guo et al. (2019) with the modifications described

above. The quality of the enriched libraries was assessed using an

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, CA) and an Invitrogen

Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA). Equivalent double-

stranded DNA libraries were pooled and transformed into a single-

stranded circular DNA library through DNA denaturation and circulariza-

tion. DNA nanoballs were generated from single-stranded circular DNA

by rolling circle amplification, quantified using a Qubit ssDNA Assay kit

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA), loaded onto the flow cell, and sequenced

with PE150 on the MGISEQ-2000 platform (MGI, Shenzhen, China).

In-silico analysis of sequence data

Raw sequencing reads were filtered to obtain clean reads. This was per-

formed using fastp (version 0.20.0, -n 10 -q 20 -u 40) (Chen et al., 2018)

to trim library adapters, remove reads with a low quality (phred score <

20) base ratio > 40%, and remove reads with >10 N bases. Clean reads
Author(s).
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were aligned to the B73 reference genome using BWA software (Li and

Durbin, 2009). Filtering of alignment results with mapping quality <30 was

performed with Samtools (version 1.3) and the linux command awk.

Sorting and reducing duplications were performed with Picard (version

2.1.1). Finally, variants were called with GATK (McKenna et al., 2010)

(version v3.5-0-g36282e4, -dcov 1000000 -minIndelFrac 0.15 -glm BOTH

-l INFO). mSNPs and haplotype variants were recorded and documented

using Perl scripts written for this study (supplemental Note 1).

Marker data analysis and germplasm classification

Haplotypeswere constructed when two ormore SNPswere scored from a

single amplicon. Because the individuals sampled came from inbred lines,

the vast majority of SNP genotypes were homozygous, making haplo-

types unambiguous. Theoretically, for mSNPs within a single amplicon,

the number of haplotypes within the amplicon is 2n, by which the number

of theoretical haplotypes was determined.

Marker analysis was performed at three levels. At the level of marker

types, four marker types were derived from the 40K mSNP mother panel:

40K high-PIC SNPs (SNPs with the highest PIC value from each mSNP),

40K random SNPs (SNPs with an intermediate PIC value from each

mSNP), 251K SNPs (all the SNPs across 40K mSNP loci), and 159K hap-

lotypes (MAF > 5%). At the level of genomic regions, SNP markers were

classified into five categories: UTR5, intergenic, CDS, intronic, and

UTR3. At the level of marker alleles, data analysis was performed for di-

allelic SNPs and indels.

The missing rate, MAF, and heterozygosity were calculated for each SNP

locus and haplotype. PIC, described by Botstein et al. (1980), was used to

refer to the relative value of each marker with respect to the amount of

polymorphism exhibited, which was estimated by

PIC = 1�
 Xn

i = 1

P2
i

!
�
Xn�1

i= 1

Xn
j = i + 1

2P2
i P

2
j

where Pi and Pj are the population frequencies of the ith and the jth alleles.

GD is relevant to the sum of squares of allele frequencies and estimated

as:

D = 1�
Xn
i = 1

P2
i

where Pi is the frequency of the ith allele. The genetic distance between ge-

notypeswas evaluated using the average nucleotide difference of the geno-

type in TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007). Genomic divergence between

populations and pairwise nucleotide diversity within a population were

calculated using the average value of all genotypes between populations

and within populations. The maize germplasm groups were compared

based on PIC, GD, and allele frequency difference.

Cluster analysis was performed using UPGMA, and groups were identified

from the resulting phylogenetic tree. PCA was performed using TASSEL

5.0.

LD decay analysis and GWAS

LD decay betweenmarkers was quantified using the parameter r2 (Hill and

Robertson, 1968) estimated using Haploview software (Barrett et al.,

2005) (version:4.2, -n -dprime -minGeno 0.5 -minMAF 0.01 -hwcutoff 0 -

memory 60 000). The pairwise r2 values were calculated for all SNPs in

a 500-kb window. Then, average LD was calculated in increments of 1

kb according to marker distances. Finally, LD decay distances were

profiled using the ggplot2 package in the R language.

To evaluate the power of different marker types in GWAS, data for cob co-

lor were collected for the testedmaize inbreds. GWASwas performedwith
Plant Commu
white cob coded as 0 and red as 1 using TASSEL 5.0withMLM, taking into

account both population structure and kinship matrix (K) between each

pair of inbred lines. PCA was performed with TASSEL 5.0 to reduce false

positives (Bradbury et al., 2007). Using the ‘‘no compression’’ and

‘‘population parameters, previously determined’’ (P3D) algorithms, an

MLM was used to detect the marker-trait association. The MLM can be

expressed as follows:

Y = Xb+Zu+ ε

where Y is the observed value vector, b is the fixed effect vector, which

includes genetic markers and population structure factors, u is the

random effect vector, X and Z are the known design matrices, and ε is

the random residual effect vector. Manhattan plots were created in R soft-

ware using the GWAS results.
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